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there was no possible imputation to which it would not be better for the bank to submit than to have those seals broken and its inner •workings revealed to the knowledge of the Government and to the gaze of the people.
Of the measures which were concocted in that secret and irresponsible Council of Five, and which were attempted to be carried into effect under its powerful auspices, I can here only make room for a brief notice of one of great interest by which the public mind was, in the sequel, profoundly moved. When General Jackson arrived at the Presidency our national debt stood at ° about sixty millions, and no object was nearer his heart than that of its extinguishment during his administration. The height of his remaining ambition was to place the great Republic by the side of the Empires of the old world, enjoying, in addition to her other glories, the proud distinction of being free of any public debt—that wasting canker of the nations. If the appropriations for the payment of the national debt, recommended to Congress by the Secretary of the Treasury, by order of the President, in December 1832, had been fully made and applied, he would have succeeded in that the last year of his first official term in reducing the debt (including the payment of interest) fifty-eight million of dollars since his elevation to the Presidency. This would have left the whole amount due on the first of January, 1833, only a little over seven millions, for the discharge of which the Government stock in the bank of the United States, with the accruing dividends, was considered amply sufficient. This assumed reduction included an item, of eighteen millions to be paid in 1832, which .embraced thirteen millions—the whole amount of the old three per cent*, funded by the act of 1790, and constituting the last instalment of our revolutionary debt. It was advertised for re-im-bursement on the first of October, 1832, and for that purpose the Treasury department had made all the provision supposed to be necessary at the different loan offices. On the very eve of the accomplishment of this great object and but a few days before the President's annual Message of December 1832 in which he congratulated Congress and the Country on its consummation, it was discovered (it does not appear how) that the bank, through its " Exchange Committee," had, in the month of July preceding, and without even the knowledge of the Government, sent a secret agent to London to make an arrangement with Baring Brothers & Co. for the postponement of three millions of that stock, for which they were the agents, and also two millions in addition, for six, nine, or twelve months after the date designated by our Government for its reimbursement ; that the Barings had agreed with the agent of the bank
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